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The rapid growth in the mathematical theory of linear control systems 
during the past two or three decades has produced a wealth of interesting 
problems for those working in the field of linear algebra and matrix theory. 
Much of the early material appeared in journals of control engineering, and 
one of the first books to reveal some of this work to mathematicians was 
Bellman’s now classic Matrix Analysis [I. In 1971 the writer of this review 
attempted to collect together in book form [2] many of those applications of 
matrices to control problems which had to date only been available scattered 
throughout the journal literature. The aim was to be reasonably compre- 
hensive at that time, but the total of two hundred or so references included 
now seems quite small. Although the basic subject divisions made in [2] of 
polynomial and rational matrices; stability, inertia, and linear matrix equa- 
tions; quadratic and Riccati matrix equations; and generalized inverses can 
still be used, they have all experienced a considerable expansion in the 
number of relevant published papers. Any updated edition of [2] would in 
consequence need to be a substantially larger volume. Indeed, even by late 
1973, a review [3] of recent publications since the production of [2] already 
contained over a hundred new references, and a Soviet survey [l] of Western 
literature in linear control, produced in 1976, listed over five hundred items. 
On moving outwards from the area of specifically matrix problems to include 
more general control topics, the immensity of the published literature is 
illustrated by the fact that as early as 1971, a survey [14] restricted to the 
linear-quadratic-Gaussian problem contained over nine hundred references. 
Furthermore, there have also grown up extensive bodies of work on algebraic 
system theory based on modules [12], geometric control theory [19], poly- 
nomial models [lo, 11, 171, and development of transfer function methods 
P31. 
It is clearly impossible for any book to give a comprehensive coverage, 
and Russell has essentially confined himself to problems centering around 
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linear and quadratic matrix equations. In his preface the author admits that 
these lecture notes present a personal view of the subject. Apart from a short 
discussion of linearization in the introductory chapter, and a section on 
controllability of nonlinear systems, the book concentrates almost entirely on 
algebraic methods for linear continuous time models. The material covered is 
generally standard (other than the final chapter), but the mathematical level 
of development is commendably higher than most other texts in the field. A 
brief listing of contents is appropriate here. Chapter 2 discusses controllabil- 
ity and observability, and Chapter 3 contains some of the core theory of 
linear systems: stability via Liapunov, canonical forms, linear feedback and 
observers, but very little on transfer function matrices and nothing on 
realization. Optimal control using a quadratic performance criterion is dealt 
with in Chapter 4 without the use of Pontryagin’s principle (a deliberate 
exclusion). The numerical solution of quadratic and linear matrix equations is 
studied in Chapter 5, and linear stochastic systems are presented in Chapter 
6. Finally, Chapter 7 is called “Aspects of Linear System Design,” and 
includes model following, cost sensitivity reduction, and robustness; some of 
this material is based on the author’s own work. There are interesting 
worked examples, often arising from simple physical systems, throughout the 
book, and good sets of exercises at the end of each chapter. However, the 
omission of answers to the latter does, in this writer’s opinion, merit censure. 
As one would expect from an author of Russell’s caliber, the treatment is 
very sound and carefully presented, so the book can be recommended with 
confidence as a course text. 
The criticisms which arise are generally prompted by what has been 
omitted from the work. It is a pity that discrete time models are completely 
ignored. Nowadays it is desirable to develop the parallels between the 
theories of continuous and discrete time linear control systems [S]. These 
interconnections certainly add to the interest of the subject, as well as 
providing illuminating sidelights (for example, consideration of controllability 
and reachability for the two cases), and the discrete time versions of the 
matrix equations are particularly noticeable by their absence. The author has 
missed an opportunity here-perhaps an additional chapter could be added 
in a later edition. Other worthwhile topics, such as the evaluation of 
functionals, the use of the Kronecker matrix,product, and applications of 
generalized inverses, have also been not included. 
As befits a student text, the bibliographical notes at the end of each 
chapter are in no way meant to be exhaustive, but nevertheless some 
omissions are disappointing. For example, in a book which concentrates on a 
matrix approach, the texts [2, 4, 61 are not mentioned (admittedly the writer 
of this review is biased here); neither is the mathematical treatment given in 
[8]. Generally, for a book published in 1979, the reference lists are sketchy 
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and out of date, and could in places give a misleading impression by ignoring 
many developments of the past few years. To take just one specific case of 
interest to the readers of this journal: there have been many refinements on 
the solution of quadratic matrix equations since Potter’s original paper of 
1966 (see e.g. [15], [IS]). 
On a different note, many control engineers will not be happy with this 
book. The models used are throughout in state space form, and an important 
current trend in engineering circles is to return to so-called “frequency 
domain” methods [13, 161, which incidentally also give rise to many interest- 
ing problems involving matrices. Even the polynomial matrix work pioneered 
by Rosenbrock [17] is not covered. Thus most ‘control engineers would feel 
that the term “design” in the title of the book is unjustified. This is a pity, 
because in a small way it might contribute to a widening of the gap between 
control theory as pursued by mathematicians, and control theory as utilized 
by engineers. The danger must be avoided of following the “classical” 
branches of applied mathematics, which are often unfortunately far divorced 
from any real life applications. 
Any author feels churlish about criticizing another’s work, knowing the 
effort that has been put in, so let me stress that the book contains plenty to 
interest the matrix theorist. Whilst not a reference text, it is a worthwhile 
addition to the literature, and fulfils the author’s intention to provide a 
mathematician’s alternative to other recent engineering-oriented works (e.g. 
PI)* 
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